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IN OUR 80th YEAR

Four Youths Get
Life In Florida
Rape Case Today

Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, June 22, 1959

TVA Revises
Booklet On
Its Operation
To provide facts to answer
questions most frequently asked
about its operations, TVA has
revised and brought up to date
a publication originally issued
several years ago, "Facts About
TVA Operations." the agency
announced today. Copies of the
revised publication naw are available.
The booklet discusses T V A
power operations, tax and inLei' payments on TVA power,
operating costs, coal purchasing
procedures. TVA's relations with
the fertilizer indsutry, flood control and navigation features of
the multple-purpese system, and
many other subjects.
"The work of TVA in controlling the river, producing pawer
and new chemical fertilizers, and
in other activities has opened
new opportunities fer people of
the region to make better use of
their natural resources." the
be- Islet states. -Widespread caoperation with other agencies, as
authorized and directed in the
Act (of Congress) has helped
build up and reinforce state and
local unit s, private enterprise
Continued on Page Three
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Herter To Make
TV Talk Tuesday
On Conference

Sunday with the firm belief that
By W. B. DICKINSON. JR.
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (UN) — his wife and child rushed up to
Russia's aim is the absorption of
l'nited Press International
Four white youths cenvieted uS him.
WASHINGTON en — Secretary West Berlin and West Germany
the rape of a Negri callege ca-ed
"Yeu have been convicted of a
of State Christian A. Herter an- into the Commueist orbit.
were sentenced today to life im- very serious ofaense, an offense
nounced after an hour-long conHe was expected to report later
prisonment.
of horrible and deplorable cirference with President Eisenhower to the House and Senate foreign
Circuit Judge W. May Walker cumstances." Judge Walker said,
today that he will make a tele- affairs committees. The President
1/renounced sentence at 9:44 a. facing the four young men who
vision report to the American in turn scheduled a cabinet meetand the youths were immed- had never been in trouble before.
pa 'ph' Tuescaly night on the ing, for early afternoon.
iately whisked .If te the state
"The ceurt feels sorry for the
deadlocked Geneva conference.
Tough Evaluation Ready
priein at Raiderd.
prosecutr.x the Negro victim on
Herter met with Eisenhower
Herter was ready with a tough
They are Patrick Scarborough, which ties crime was commitand Undersecretary C. Douglas evaluation of Soviet -tactics at
20, Won T. Colainew irth. 23,
ted.Dillon at an 8 a.m. White House Geneva.
lies Stoutamire 16 and David
"You are fortunate that the
breakfast meetine. He said his
He said the Soviet Union "reBeagles, 18.
jury recommended mercy. Th.s
.
first hand report to Eisenhower vealed clearly that its true desire
Jury Recommended Mercy
court has treed many cases of
was couched "in general terms" Is to absorb West Berlin into East
The youths were convicted June rape which the electrc chair was
and included .an evaluation • of Germany and to keep Germany
THE
1959
WESTERN
KY.
te
4-H
left
CAMP
right,
STAFF
Frank
—
Shelton.
•
Service
Farm
Ad15 alter a four day trial.
the sentence."
"where we are- in the deadlocked divided until it can be brought
visor for Kentucky Utilities Company, Wilbur Drake, Boating Instructor; Conrad Feltner, Field A- foreign ministers
Under terms of the jury's conThere was not a sound in the
negotiations at under Soviet influence.
gent
in
4-H
Extension
Camp
Programs;
C. C. Sutton,
Superintendent; Phyllis Lilly, Song Leerier; Geneva.
aiction, the judge eyelid have im- courtroem as Judge Walker, who
Herter pledged, however, that
Mrs. Iva Lou Ladd, Camp Dietitian. Marth Bertram. Camp Recreatien Director; M. S. Garside,
osed sentences anywhere trent has two teen-age sons of his
The secretary said he would the West would make "no arrangea few years te life. No white own, asked each of the defendma
a detailed public report by ment" with Russia that would
Field Agent in 4-H Extension Programs; and Pheane Ross, 4-H Recreation Specialist, University of 'make
person ever has been sent to the ants in turn "have you ever
Kentucky. Camp Staff not present for the picture: Don Snyder. Camp Manager; Ray Stone. Water- television Tuesday night. Details determine the freedom of West
chair for raping a Negro in Flue- heard of the supreme ruler of
of the Herter briadcast will be Berlin.
front Director and James Inman, Assistant Waterfront Director.
Ida, but 37 Negroes have paid the universe"
announced later.
After six weeks of negotiation ,
Calloway
e
County
4-H
CJub
"No sir," each replied
that price for assauir.ng white
Reporters asked Herter what he with Russia the Western ministers
members
will
camp Irian eeday thought if prospects
"No, sir." each replied.
women during the past 25 years.
for a sum- decided on a three-week "cooling
thri ugh Friday, June 26, at the
"The supreme ruler is God,"
The court-room
was nearly
off' recess Talks are scheduled
mit meeeng this summer
Western Kentucky 4-H C lii b
PUBLIC LECTURE
empty. No advance w..rd had the judge told them. "He is the
to resume July 13.
HazardsNo Estimate
Camp at Dawsen Spaings, Kenbeen given of the sentencing and one to Whom you should direct
The secretary declined to hazHerter was expected to tell the
tucky
The
left
group
to
bus
In
conjunction
Sumwith
the
he
offer
May
appeal.
yeu
your
,rtly the lawyers and relatives of
ard an estimate, but said a sum- Chief Executive that the Western
morning
8:30
this
and
at
all
mer
Science
Institute
program
comfort"
ale four youths were on hand.
mit conference was not discussed ministers felt their position was
return to Murray Friday morn- with
The sentencing today came as at Murray State College a pub'
1131ong with a few news men.
the Russians at all during at "rock bottom" and were deternoon.
before
lic
ing
lecture
given
will
Monbe
Theo
By
JACK
Cangelosi,
FOX
V.
Long's appointee
Two Negroes. witnesses in a a surprise.
the Geneva talks.
mined that it should not be "chisday
evening,
7:30
p.
m.,
Room
United
Press
as chairman of the board of
International
Attorneys in the case had uncase to come up later .n the day,
This was in line with Eisenhow- eled away"
To date there are 44 boa, and
209,
Building.
Science
HarMr.
ROUGE.
BATON
La
Tee
—This supervisors at Louisiana S ta te 41 girls reg.stered to goto 4-H er's repeated public position that
watched trent the segregated baL- til June 29 to file a motion for
Thee to "Frig hten"West
ry 0. Ruppe. Chief of the Lu- U a week of crisis for L uisiana. Un.versity. said the governor was Camp The boys include Harry there must be some measurable
a new trial.
cany.
Herter was said to feel that
nar
and
interplanetary
Flight
It may see the governor emerge calm and rational when he talked Patterson, William Ross, Michae‘ progress at the foreign ministers' Russia's tactic
However, the youths and their
Collireworth's attractive blonde
to bring the West
Unit at the Army Bailastic from a mental hospital and try with him at the Southeastern Johnson, By Dodd, Danny Mc- conference as a preliminary to
to a summit meeting was to
wife, holding her 2-year-old boy farnilies decaded not tuappeal in
Missile
c
y,
A
g
en
take
over
to
It
could
power.
Huntsville.
see
seen
Hospital
as
Saturday.
as
State
started
get
order
to
any
meeting
top-level
Keel,
Young,
Glen
Jame'-.
if
the
Glen
main her arms, broke down and
"Mitten" the West at the foreign
Alabama, will be the lecturer. violence.
"He seid to me. 'Do I behave Larry Wil-on, Joe Geurin, David jor powers.
possible on the sentence
ministers level instead of negott.
sobbed.
His topic will be "Space Flight
Gov. Earl K. Long. confined as lite an insane man?" -. Canget,si Crick, Jimmy Russell, Gary Carunderstood
It
was
that
Herter
ating there.
The f en- youths admitted 1n
earn Dream to Reality."
a schizophrenic paranoid, was de- reported.
gore
Fele
OliEisenhower
Hugh
expert
Kenny
Outland.
an
onThe forthcoming visit to Washstained confessions that they abtermined to get irut of the state
Long's doctors at the hospital ver. Dan Bailey. Teddy Potts the-scene evaluation of currert
(Ducted the nineteen year old
hospital at Mandeville He had reported Sunday night that the Gary Ezell L. W Patterson. Den Russians tactics as reflected in ington of Fria R. Koslov, depury
Negri co-ed at gun-paint May
chairman of the USSR. Cosine I
picked a Ix- laical henchman today governor is in "satisfactory gen- Spaceland, Isaac Allbirttion, Rich- Geneva.
ef Ministers, also was likely to be
and. anti raped her. The name If
to do the legal bleleking for him. eral condition and that he was 2rd Price. Joe Pat Hughs. Eddie
Europe
Herter flew back from
ENDICUI I. N. Y (UPI) —
discussed. Kosice; could be :hit
tne rape victim es pretected from
Te consensus in this capital was cooperating in physical and mental Ji hnston, Steve Dave. Joe'Ed
publicaton by Florida law.
Plastic sheeting was blamed for
channel for new Soviet overture'
that there would be "hell to pay" tests."
Boyd, Leery Gooch. Tanny Barnwhile the formal foreign ministers,
Judge Walker. whose conduct the death Sunday night of a
if the 83-year old Long gets back
The bulletin said he had been es, Danny Pitrnan. Gary Yeungof the sensational trial has drawn 6-month old girl.
conference was in recess.
in the governor's chair
examined by Dr Anthony Reims, blood, Don Marine. Larry BlakeCarol LaBarre. daughter of Mr
praise from whites and Negroes
Kosice; Is scheduled to meet
A hearing was expected by a hospital staff psychiatrist at ly. David Hull. John Th.free
al:ke, was solemn as he told the and Mrs. Kenneth LaBarre, of
with both the President nad HerWednesday
Southeastern Hospital. and .Dr. Bury. Barry Joe Bybee. Danny
four young men to stand for sen- Apalachin, suffocated in a playter during his visit.
It could be a public sanity Victor Lief. an internal medicine Kamp, Edwin Keith Hays, David
pen in the hixne of her grandtencing.
Unless Koslov has something
hearing before the Baton Rouge specialist. Dr Rsusos is in direct Kiniens. Rob Walston, Gery
•
•
aan "Have you anything to say at parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
new to offer. U.S. experts felt
judge
committed
him
district
who
of
charge
patient.
the
Jerry
Price.
Spiceland,
Eddie
Lee
Funeral services were held
Wo why judgement should not be Graziano.
last Thursday It could be hearing
• chances were dim for a break in
Gri gan. Junior Pittman. Donal d
Police said the baby apparent- the afternoon at 2 o'clock at the
pronounced." he asked.
the deadlock when the cenference
Could Intdu
ro ce, Reports
Tammany
judge
before
in
a
St.
Derail
Freddy
and
Roberts.
'Each answered in a quiet voice ly woke up from a nap and First Methodist Church fir J. N. Parish where he is now held.
reepmes.
If a sanity hearing is held. Long
-- reached for the sheeting which "Buddy" Ryan who passed away
"No sir."
The girls include Cynthia
Chief of Pelice Charlie Marr
The Russians. however, appeardemanding release ,n grounds he could introduce the report of the
The youths showed no emotion was located on a chest near the Saturday morning at 6 o'clock at was unlawfully committed.
staff doctors at the state hospital. Greenfield. Glenda Compton, said this morning that road- ed somewhat pleased with the
Dibble,
Lee.
:rah
Kathryn
Deb
as the judge told each he must playpen. She was found With the the Murray Hospital following a
blocks to check on city stickers Geneva results. The Soy's
He was committed without a
, govGovernor Calm. Rational
spend the rest of h:s natural life sheeting wrapped around her ste,ke.
hearing by Judge Fred S Leblanc Rebecca Hendon. Jeanette Cathay began early today.
ernment newspaper lzvestia said
"Buddy"
had
been
in
ill
heal:h
her
revive
failhead.
to
Fattens
Collinsworth
Julia
although
prison,
Bey&
Madrey,
Kathy
Shain
after an exam,nation in the back
He said that by mid-m•ierring the conference succeeded in narfor more than two years.
cried like a baby earlier when ed.
seat -at a police car when he was ron Pitman, Patric.a Succo, Tru- several citations had been issued rowing down East-West differHe is survived by his ws.fe.
Lilly,
D:anne Wiason. Marsha by the department. and that the ences over Berlin and had a
forcibly brought to the East Been dy
Mrs. Faye Ryan; one daughter.
Rouge
n
Parish courthouse Thursday fiend in. Norma Jean Lamb. r oriblocks would continue for "definite positive significance." It
June, and one son Nicky; three
Becky Moire. Marilsn lifearkins, s:ane time.
said the nailed conference leid a
brothers, Frank and Charles RyCennie Hiipkins, Sue Ellen ColCity Judge Jake Dunn warned "good basis for agreement."
Louisiana law provides that "an
an of Murray and Pat Ryan of
lins, Barbara Brow n, Jeanie again that persons receiving ciexamination of the pati,ent shall ,
San Mario, Calif.
Brewer, Pamela Schroeder, Cath- tations weuld be fined in addibe held at a place not likely to,
He was a member of the Murerine Berry, Shirley Stubblefield, tion to being required to purchase
have a harmful effect upon his',
ray Methodist Church where the
Janis Southard. Sher in Walston. car stickers.
condition." It also provides that
funearal was conducted with Bro.
Patsy Hend in, Jennifer George.
Chief Mars' further stated that
violence of just two of its na- Walter
any mental patient committed inBy JOSEPH L. MVLER
Mischke in charge. Burial
Judy Cooper, Sharen Story, Mar- city stickers must be displayed on
By JAMES R RENNSE1SEN
tions.
voluntarily
can
demand
United Press International
and.
get
a
was in the eity cemetery .
ita Evans, Diane Anderson. Cher- the windshield.
Mrs. James C Williams
United Press International
207
The hearings are being conWASHINGTON ( UPI) — A
sanity hearing.
Active pallbearers were Pres
yl Farris, Carolyn Wilson, Evelyn
No action rather than routine South 13th street and Leroy Barcengressienal subc mmittee today ducted by the special atomic en- ton Ordway, Herman K. Ell'
Long's t p lawyer In his free- Denelson. Pat Dill, Louise Tipt,in.
FRANKFORT
—
I
Demonett
of 1316 Vine Street returned
business was taken by the city
begins Lye days of hearings de- ergy subcommittee on radiation Gingles Wallis, Vern(
e- cratic gubernateri
nominee Bert dom fight is Joe Arthur Sims. Evy Lear Cain, Mary Beth Baz- police force during the week- Saturday night from the American
aiaigned to show the world what headed by Rep. Chet Holifield field, Jr, Wells Overby, Perry T. Combs today
for
ran
Simi
state
genattorney
tell.
Carolyn
neets
Palmer,
Janet
with
Like end, according to policemen. The Red Cross. National Aquatic School
the
s fate would be if East and D-Calif. Subcommittee members Hendon, Jack Brown and Morris
heretofore hiistiiod State Demo- eral on the Long ticket in 1952 and Donna Ruth Grogan.
deputy sherifd told the Ledger at Purdue University Limberlost
West traded multimegatun nu- would Fay so far the record but Lamb.
defeated
other
was
with
Long
but
cratic
Central
Executive Comit appeared likely that the hearAt 4-H Camp le members and Times this morning that his Camp. leigrange. Indiana.
clear blows.
candidates.
ironic
twist
An
is
that
Honorary Pallbearers
were
mittee
to patch up their differAccompanying them toward
will participate in group games, office saw re> action during the
As the hearings develop, Ameri- ings wouid provide a yardstick George Hart, J. H Shakelford, ences
and to form a unified Sims was defeated by Judge Leweekend and had no news to Murree were Miss Martha Kurtz
cana in 224 areas assumed to be for:
Jim Hare Marvin Wrather, Rudy campaign organization for the blanc. who committed tong. Long swimming handicrafts, folk ga- report.
of Sturgis and Morgan Field of
mes and other activities. All 4-H
—Putting in perspective the Smith, Luther Robertson, Lester fall
high on Russia's target list will
himself did not run that year.
election
Fulton.
members who -plan on going
learn from experts how many of hazard if any, from peacetime Nanny, Graves Hendon, B i I
Long
of
friend
A
the
close
State Chairman Rubert HumStudents at the eerie! had a
them would be killed or hurt or bernb test fallout.
Barker, Mason Rees, Frank Hol- phreys has called a meeting of family said Mrs. Long was con- swimming are required to take
full schedule ef first aid advancsickened by atomic blast, heat,
—Judging the soundness of comb, W. C. Elkins, Bradburn the committee at the Southern vinced the je.vernor was gravely a health certificate signed by the
ed swimming, and other Red
,and radiation.
ill both physically and mentally family doctor or county health
Western dependence on nuclear Hale, Lein Wilkerson, Burgess Hotel here for 10 a. m. CDT:
Crow safety measures.
The subcommittee will not weapons for defense policy which Parker, John Trotter, Herrman
and
she
think
that
didn't
he
doctor and a permit signed by
The chief purpose of the meetGlendine Baxter of 1302 SycaThe school began on WednesAwntion specific Soviet targets has been called "massive retalia- Swann, Huron Redden, Hamp ing is to
name a state campaign would live more than two months parents.
more, Murray. is registered for dey morning. June 10 and conIrcar retaliatory attack. It does not tion."
unless
he
treatprompt
received
Brooks, and Charles Constello.
chairman, and informed sources
the summer session at Memphis tinued through Saturday morning,
want to be accused of war-monThe J. H. Churchill Funeral within the Combs organization ment.
—Appraising the wisdom of
State University.
June 20.
gering. But it ernphasized in pre- abandoning weapons testing
There was serious fear of what
be- Home had charge of the funeral indicate that- U. S. Rep John C.
Both graduate and undergradMrs Williams was sent to the
PICNIC TON11611IT
liminary statements that the dam- fore the nation's missile
Watts. Nicholaaville; will be the might happen if Long wins comage arrangements
uate courses are offered during school as a representative ef the
age would not be limited to the atomic arsenal is developed.
candidate's choice to direct the plete freedom and tries to exerthe summer session at MSU. Stu- Calloway Chapter of the American
nation hit first.
FIVE DAY FORECAST
cise his power as commander of
fall campaign.
The Murray State Wives' society dents may earn up to 14 credit Red Cross and Barnett was sent
--Spotlighting inadequacies of
'clearthat,
bemade
it
It also
United Press International
This move would by-pass the the state police and the Louisiana will have a picnic tonight at 3:30 hours during the university's sum- as e representative of the Maraay
the U. S. civil defense effort.
cause of the enormities amount of
KENTUCKY — Temperatures joint chairman, Robert R. Martin National Guard.
on Dr Words' lawn.
mer session.
Rescue Squad.
Holified
announsaid
in
first
ead.oactive fallout that would be
for the five-day period, Tues- and David Francis, who headed
the
hearings
cing
intelthat
"an
generated, the whale world would
day through Saturday. will aver- Combs, successful primary campay for generations for the brief ligent conviction of the need for age about three degrees beanie paign, Martin and Francis
probescape form the horrors of nu- the Kentucky
normal of 76. Turn- ably would be designated chairclear war must exist in the ing cooler in most
sections Tues- men of advisory groups for the S.- Well, here's Peanuts
the pianist Schroeder.
Follow Peanuts each day in the to run it on most any page of the
minds of diplomats and the peo- day or
We think you'll enjay Charlie
Wednesday with not campaign
Pie-Pen is. as his name implies, Ledger and Times You'll enjoy paper except the front page. It is
ple in all nations."
much change in temperatures unBrown
and
the whole crew of a little on the dirty side and he the hum, r, sometimes dry but running on the front page today
Watts, 56, a Jessaminee County
"It is unrealistic," he said, "to til warming again about Friday lawyer and farmer, was first characters.
is described as soiled, happy and always in good taste and sure to so you will be sure to see it.
Ignore the drive for nuclear or Saturday. Rainfall will aver- elected to Congress
There's Charlie of course. He's Indifferent. Violet is one of three tickle four funnybone.
in a special
Hereafter it will run on any
(Jotted Prose liammetlestal
weapons capability that through age from three-fourths to one election in 1951 to fill a vacancy the worrying kind ond frets over little girls in the comic. And
Peanus will run each day in the one. if the inside pages of the
miscalculation or intent this ce- inch in scattered showers or caused by the appointment
of tefles. Then three is Linue and Lucy. she is Linus' big sister.
Ledger and Times and plans are paper.
Southwest, Kentucky — Mietly pa:salty will be used."
thundershowers tonight or Tues- the late Tom Underwood to the
cloudy with httle temperature 'He insisted, however, that the day, and again about
Friday or U. S. Senate.
LOOK iTS A
change today and tonight. Scat- hearings have no bearing in the Saturday.
IF ThEY
During the administratien of
PICTuRE OF SALLY,
tered showers or thundershowers foreign ministers meeting and the
OF TiE EN6t604 LANb(A6E,
former Gov. Earle C Clements,
CHARLIE
PROUNS
direly this evening and tonignt. East-West test ban ,negotiations
MEETS THURSDAY
WED ALL PG2194!
Watts served as commissioner of
NEW KEIYSISTER
'Tuesday partly cloudy and cool- in Geneva. He said matters of
Murray Weedmen Camp No 592 motor transportation. Before
his
r. High today around 90. Low policy and politics would not be will hold it
reetilar monthly appointment to that post he had
41; fr
',might in upper 60s.
meeting Thursday night a'. 7:39 served as police judge of Nichdiscussed.
Temperatures at 5 a. m CDT:
There are three nuclear pow- in the American Legion Hel).
Maser/le. Jessamine County attorAn invitation is planned* awl ney, arid three terms in
Covington 67, Paducah 73, Bow- ers—the st-T S., the U. S. S. R,
the state
rig Green 65, Lexington 65, and the United Kingdom. France refreshments will be served. All House of Representatives
includlinden 00, Hopkinsville 70.
may become the fourth this sum- Woodmen are invited and urged ing one team ae house majority
to attend.
Evansville, Ind., 74.
I mete
Continued on Page Two

baby Dies Sunday
In Plastic Sheet

.Effect Of Atomic War Will
11 1(1"
Out By Group
Be "Spelled

Louisiana Faces Week Of
Crisis; Hearing Wednesday

Funeral For
Buddy Ryan
Held Today

Road Blocks
set For
Ity Stickers

gert Combs
Meets With
Demos Today

Two Return From
Aquatic School
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Glendine Baxter Is
Registered At MSU

Here's Peanuts! It Begins Today In The Ledger and Times
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Little League
Team
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Yanks
L11141.
Team
W L Pct. GB Cards
JAME= C. wrwAhos, N1111.1511011111
Milwaukee
38 28 .576
Cubsoe
37 3() .552
Athletics
Vfe reserve the right le re)ect soy Advarliiii Lobos
SOO Mtn; San Franciseo
Pittsburgh
.529
3
36
32
ciall
rles
em
blie Voice items which,
gm sylaiss. age
Nats
1.1
holli
Los
Angeles
36
33
.522 31
el our renders.
/
2 Reds
Cheeigo
713 33 .500 5
National Park League
11101141L 101182BOIMITATIVIlk WAIL= =rum
30 35 .462 714 Ori- les
St. Louis
Aso,
Itest&4
30 36 .455
Cincinnati
Dodgers
pa /9994.
112:= 00 1144poSes
Desks&
15 38 .397
Philadelphia
Pirates
Minamilinkna
1169941 al lie NM Ms% Murray, lastarlsg,
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Saturday's Results
Tigers
Second Clem Mains
I. 's Angeles 9 Cincinnati 2
American Park League
el..lwaukee 4 San Francisco 2
Cubs
1110NOCRIPTIOSI Wink Dr Cognise as Ma__. per wit Soo.
Braves
eis- St Louis 5 Pittsburgh 2
Coilmor nod odidoloe omits% pm pm.
Philadelphia 6 Chicago 3
lama. WEL
Giants
Sunday's Results
Indians
let
St Louis 5 Pittsburgh 1
Pasty Lamina
MONDAY - LNE 22, 1959
Pittsburoh 10 St. Louis 8, 2nd
Dodgers
Chicago 4 Philadelphia 0
Indians
Cincinnati 17 Los Angeles 3
Phils
IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
Milwaukee 13 San Francisco 3
Orioles
Today's Games
Prep League
$130,WO
New School Buildings
Pittsburgh at San Francisco
Giants
Philadelphia at Los Angeles
Planning Commission with Profeattional
Tigers
Only games scheduled.
Pirates
Consultation
Tuesday's Games
Braves
Chicago at Cincinrati. night
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
St. Lows at Milwaukee. night
Philadelphia at Los Angeles. night
Industrial Expansion
Pittsburgh at San Francisco, night

WI.

8

Cleveland Indians Now Have The Mark Of A Champion After
Winning Double Header That Could Have Put The Yanks In 1st

7
6
4
4
2

3
By FRED DOWN
gers 4-3 and 7-5, before a crowd brought Pedro Ramos his seventh man riot" aguinst his ex -Dodger
.
4
teammates as he won his seventh
that included Vice President Rich- victory in the nightcap.
United Press International
6
and
game
eighth of the
ard M. Nixon. and the Kansas
Ned Garver pitched a three-hif- straight
8
Win, lose or draw, you'll hear City Athletics beat the Baltimore
11111E
FOR
ter and had three hits including season. Big Newk scattered 10 has
8 no "chelte-up charge." against the Oricles, 7-0, in other AL
four
runs himself
games
a homer as he won his sixth game and drove in
Cleveland Indians this year.
Hank Aaron's three homers and for Kansas City. Bob Cerv and with four straight singles,
2
It's a taunt the critics often six runs batted in led the Mil- Hal Smith also had three hits
levelled at the Indians in the waukee Braves to a 13-3 rout of each for the Athletics .
past but they'll do it this year the San Francisco Giants. Stan
0 2 only over the dead bodies of
Aaron's slugging paced a 13-hit
I :-gtarerrYi
ner°n
irtir
f
Musial broke Bonus Wagner's
that was
malt
Casey Stengel, his somewhat be- record for, doubles as the St. Milwaukee bombardment
2
enabled
the
niems. T1
wildered New York Yankees and Louis Cardinals beat the Pitts- good for 35 bases and
lead
1
'table
68.680 fans.
bunt Pirates, 5-1 and then teat. Braves to reopen a 14-game
and
1 1
Johnny L..gan
,,210.
. uBtle,i g
M
.ut;
A
10-8, rookie John Buzhardt pitched on the Giants.
Because
the
Indians
their
proved
0 2
Crandall also homered for the
ability to "wn the big ones"-so- a one-hitter to give the Chic.go Del
Spahn, altmeigh
Cubs a 4-0 victory' (ver the Phila- Braves as Aarren
7 2 salted mark of a champion-Sunbreezed to his
delphia Phillies and the Cincin- touched Neil hes,
day
when
they
outlasted
the
world
7 2
win.4
champ.ons, 4-2 and 5-4, befdre the nati Reds routed the Los Angeles ninth
6
3
Dodgers, 17-3, in National League
Musial hit two doubles, setting
1 8 largest regular-date crowd of *he
a new National League career
season. Cal McLish pitched his games.
Jim (Market) Grant. a 24-year mark of 653, in the first game
5 0 way out of repeated trouble to
Cardinals by Larry
, y
AM
debNt:
2 3 win the opener and then the old righthander, went the full 14 won for the
Dravitz had three
if June 1
2 3 Indians went a gruelling four innings for the Indians in the Jackson. Danny
Bob
and
singles
two
and
minutes
to
win
the
doubles
and
18
nightcap to win his fifth game
•
1 4 hours
nightcap on a 14th-inning homer when power connected for ha Skinner drove in fur runs .in
Daniels
Benny
as
nightcap
by Vie Power.
the
.
homer off Jim Coates.
pveisi
DEADps 5641
geme for PittsThe sweep enabled the Indians
Billy Pierce pitched a six-hitter won his fourth
to split the four-anme series in for his eighth win and Harry burgh.
by two-'
Sidewalks, Curbs and Gutters
New York and prevented the Simpson and Sam Esposita hit
Buzhardt. a 22-year ole rightlils
phene
y nel
.
d
r,t
Widened Streets In Some Arm,
Yankees from taking over first homers to lead the White Sex le ,hander from Prosperity. S. C.,
call coe(
n
AMERICAN LEAGUE
won
two,
the
Yankees
striking
place.
Had
their victory at Boston.
faced only 28 batters,
Continued Home Building
W L Pct. GB
Team
they wuld have led both the
out two and walking one. Carl
Nixon Lucky for Senators
Airport For Murray
Cleveland
33 27 .565
White
Sox
and
Chicago
Indians
singled cleanly ie the
Sawatski
Wash'
Nixon,
who
hasn't
seen
34 30 531 2
Chicago
City Auditorium
by a half game. Instead, they're
for the only Phila- !
inning
fourth
*he
season. saw
34 31 .523 21
Baltimore
/
2
in fifth place. 34 games from the ington lose this
hit.
delphia
game
Senators win their first
34 31 523 24
Detroit
lead.
Don Newcomb* staged a
when Detroit pitcher Bar ney
32 31 5C8 3%
New York
1
White Sox in Second
Schultz' 'error on an easy tap let
28 33 .459 8/
1
2
Kansas City
R. Tidwell ,.f the Reds is leadFAILURE NOT IMPORTANT
The White Sox went into second in Julio Becquer with a ninth29 36 .446 71
/
2 ing all hitters in the Little League
Washington
28 35 444 714 with a sizzling .546 batting aver- place with a 3-2 decision over the inning run. Then Bob Allison and
Boston
•
Saturday's Results
age. His closest challenger is S Boston Red Sox, the Wasnington FtLy Sievers hit homers to lead
EWS that the Big Four talks in Geneva broke down
A quality-built
Senators whipped the Detroit le- the Senators' seven-hit attack that
Baton 8 Chicago 2. 1st
Sexton of the Athletics.
is not surprising in view of the fact the Western Powers Boston 9 Chicago 0. 2nd
water system
1 Tidwell has been up to the
I MR CONOHIONtli
withexclusive
tract so little hope that anything beneficial could be ac- Kansas City 6 Baltimore 2
batter's box 33 times and. ha.g hit
New YHt-k 10 Cleveland 2
safely 18 times. Sextorlabbas an
glass-lined
compli-shed in the first place.
4
Detroit 7 Washington
even .500 averaie clubbiffir e of
ENDS
I
venturi that
One gratifying result is that Americans, as well as
Sunday's Results
30
!NOW!
TUESDAY
provides years
our allies, have witnessed how well our new Secretary Washington 4 Detroit 3. 1st
C. Garland is the league's
1
run leader with three roun
and years of trouble-free
of State. ('hristian A. Herter, stands up to the Commu_ Wishineton 7 Detroit 5. 2nd
me
eai
his credit. Garland
service. For lifts from 0 to
fists, and' how corn
he is to deal with the greatest Cleve 5
1 inn. forrs the
2nd 144
York
4,rk2i
•Na
e:4
o-Yo
to
200 feet and for all types of
threat the rhristian World has experienced since the Chicago 3 Boston 2
I C. Hargrove have scored
Kansas City 7 Baltimore 0
apCicai
I runs with 16 Mime
days of the ancient Roman emperors.
ay's agues
Little League Stand
We confess we were among those who wondered, if New `Jerk at Kansas City, night
Top Fifteen
not actually doubted, his ability to handle the Berlin
Only game scheduled.
34
I. Tidwell. R. Reds
DARKHt
Tuesday's Games
.500
2. Sexton. S. A's
crisis with the dead-line of May 27th as the final date
Tomlin!
Washington at Chicago. night
445
Garland, C. A's
3
for the allies to get out of West Berlin, but he didn't New You, at Kansas City. night
437
4. Warren. Cd. Cards
tb einC
gh(
'
panic as the dead-line approached. nor did he back down Boston at Detroit. night
•"H
428
5. Hogancamp. B.. Cubs
DEBBIE REYNOLDS
aiet.et
te
.d
aitd
gtonpmn.d
aithin
419
S. Andrus. S. Yanks
under the thunderous denunciations of Soviet Foreign Baltimore at Cleveland, night
TONY RANDALL
414
7. Miller. B.. Cube
PAUL DOUGLAS
Minister Andrei Gromyko.
"TOO LOW" IMPOSSIBLE
S. Faughn, D.. Yanks ...... 409
The world will not come to an end because the Gene- CHICAGOLM (UPI
.354
-Thiritarow6aser"
P. Bailey. Reds.
844
va Conference fails. Many such conferences have failed Ray M‘ 're of the Ch.cage Wh.'e 10 Roberts. C. Cards
• ...Z.&
get eq
LEAST-Soviet Foreign MinisAT
LUNCHEON,
AT
PLEASANT
.344
11. Lamb. R.. Cards
in the past, and we will probably have many more fail- Sox recently questioned and urn(tette and British Foreign Seceetarv
Gromyko
Andrei
ter
Next!
Coming
343
aere's earl of -ball" on little Al- 12 Massey. S. Reds
Selwyn Lloyd shake bands In Geneva following Lloyd's
ures in the future before mankind will accept the propo- bie Pcarsen of the BaltInore 13. Green. Reds
"NEVER STEAL
.333
luncheon for the Soviet delegation. It was about this time
333
sition that we an trust one another and practice co- Orioles 'It was too low," bark- 14 Caldwell. Jr.. Cards
ANYTHING
that the Communist side was taking its look at the west'.
324
15. Hargrove. C. Cubs
(Racliophotc)
operation to a much better advantage than competition. ed the ump.
compromise proposal on Berlin.
OMB AG
-There's no place to pitch that
The new dead-line of one year to get out of Berlin fel w leev." growled Moore.
•
ft
may present the danger of a nuclear fission war, or it

•

Tidwell Leads
Little League
Hitters
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may not amount to any more than the one that expired
last May 27th. It seems it is something we must live with,
Ul
and if the scene of the crisis were somewhere else the
danger would be just as great.
Continued from Page One
We now know that Mr. Herter left his umbrella at leader.
A. a member of Congress,
home when he went to Gene‘a. But what is tar more
Watts holds a seat on the most '
important Premier Nikita Khrushchev knows it, too. We powerful oammittee of that chamcan imagine how much another Munich conference would ber. The House Ways and Means,
ene af only
appeal to him. but President Eisenhower has Ito intention C
'uwnttee.
He i5
have seed 1
Ktntucklans
14
of participating in one. He said results at the present on the tax-wrieng rehunetee an
conference would be a prime requisite of a meeting at the state history.
Unti I this year. Watts had
the Summit, and he seems to have meant it.
been a member et the House Ag-

COE&•••

Committee where -'his
I
was important in furthering legislation for the tit:etc- 1
co-raising iecten he represented
Watts has been an enportant
figure in local Blue Graea politics for many years. He served as
Jessamine County Dern >crane
chai: man for m ..,re than 20 years.
Ante ugh the Sta t e Central
Committee has been closely allied IV th Gov. A B. Chandler
for the past three years. the group
is expected to give its inanimeug
engi,ir,emunt and support to
wh I won the nornineticn I
C
a, an anti-admini.tratual, can- I
didate.
Humphreys and c immittee secretary }Liry Lee Waterfteid have I
both announced their full sup-1
port of Cernbs. although Chandler ha- qualified les 'expreseinn.s
of support with remarks indicating he will not be ef much
help to the Denriocrat.c cause in
NwefrOber.
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DEBBIE REYNOLDS and Tony
Randall tumble into a haystack
and fall in love in MGM's frolicsome farmyard comedy. "TV,
Mating Game." with Pau
Douglas. Fred Clark and Un Merkel adding to the hilarlt
It's MGM's laugh-happy hit of
the year. and it is playing today and Tuesday .1, the fee
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On checking the

Wocies grit and only electric penehle. Here's
forrer, easier,
accurate typ.rip.
"Print•like" reproduction unmatched in any
Whey portable! loads of high
featur•s. Impress.ort
Control, Autornot,c Repeat Act,ons, Pope Gine,
Instant scot Morp,s,
1,1rybc o rj.

TM

is

long

how

Pump.

old, for

a Smith-Corona

dis-

of a "STA-RITE'

1.afatence

Mr. Preston Holland has recently been appointed
supervisor of the City of Murray Municipal Park, according to an announcement today.
The Bronze Star Medal for Gallantry in action was
awarded to William Hubert Thurman, 926 West Eastland
Avenue, Monday morning at Nashville Reserve Armory
on Cherokee Avenue.
He is the son of Mrs. Perry Thurman of 1101 West
Main Street in Murray. His wife is the former Jean Lockhart/They have one son. Billy, who is 7 months old.
Gordon Crouch of Lynn Grove. Will be a representative for Kentucky at the Sovereign Camp Convention of
the Woodmen of the World at San Antonio. Texas, June
27 to July I.
A steeplejack. Houston Herndon, was hurt Saturday
when the 276 foot transmitter of a Paris, Tenn., radio
station fell as he was making repairs. Witnesses said
that the man rode guy wires 70 feet to the ground which
prevented almost sure death.
Herndon is a native of Puryear, Tenn. 11(. did not
lose consciousness in the. fall, and was fully conscious
upon arrival at .the hospital.
The Calloway County Democratic Primary races,
which include all county offices will be ma‘le uo after
midnight next Wednesday. June 22. as this is the last
date that a candidate might get his name on *he ballot!
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ampion After
le Yanks In 1st

TVA

Ian riot" against his ex -Dodger
.
eammates as he won his seventh
traight game and eighth of the
eason. Big Newk scattered 10 hits
rid drove in four runs himself
,•ith four straight singles.

5V—anted To Buy

FOR SALE or TRADE]
27 FT ICE CREAM TRAILER
3 taylor soli ice cream machines
large refrigeration storage, 3 CUM
partment sink, complete .fountain
3 malt makers, and many other
aims. This trailer is completely
triable for long or short distance
hauling. Can see at Blue Grass
Motel, Aurora, Ky. or write Bax
32-B, Murray.
6-22C

•

loI

I.

I.

NOTJCE

am.

USED TWO-WHEEL TRAILER. BASEMENT APT., 3 ROOM, bath,
Contact Bill Price, 118 Orchard private entrance, all utilities furHeights,
6-23P nished. $45.00' month. PL 3-5870,
6-22P
APAR'ClatE.NT, TWO
bedrcoms, private bath and entrance—air-canditioned. Phone PL
TV ADVERTISED - AVON CLs3-3291 days and PL 3-5402 after
metics offers an opportunity to
5 p.m.
6-20C
qualified women who wish to
earn a god income. Miss Alma GARAGE APARTMENT, furnishCatlett, P. 0, Box 10C4, Paducah, ed or unfurnished. North 13th
Kentucky. '
6-27t Street. Phone PL 3-1238.
6-23P

AM NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR
ris, debts other than my own as
yl June 11, 1959. Gerald Thweatt.
6-24P

MULTI-S IAGE
JET PUMP

DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE.
Pranipt service. Trucks dispatched
by two-way radio. Call collect
Mayfield, Phone IX. If so answer
eau collect Union City, Tennessee,
phone TV 5-9361.
TFC
-

for higher
pressures
IV for greater
pumping
depths

S.

FEMALE_HELP] FURNISHED

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 -Snake
4- WIrie cups
8- Footless
12-Crony
(cotton.)

1

nickname
21 -Preposition
22-Fondle
1C -in addition
t7-koh
29-Proposition
30-Sliver
31-Faroe
Isla nds
whirlwind If'
32-Uncouth
person
33-Phsteersea
31 -Connieer len
33-Pertaining to
the creek

A quality-built
water system
Withexclusive

expletive
IS.Native
metal
Ii
3S-Ar.,ma
40-mattered
cloth
41-ahove
42-T/nv
rarticle
44-1Thnhic tester
47- Onsnes•liable
51-CrImeon
43-Annortion

glass-lined
venturi that
provides; years
and years of trouble-free
service. For lifts from 0 to
200 feet and for all ,ypes of
applicat ans.

X4-rueoured

DARKHORSE—Blahop Homer A.
Tomlinson, general overseer of
the Church of God, self-styled
gp "King of the World," and candidate for President, is shown
at the Senate Commerce subcommittee hearing In Wash.
Ington. The topic is whether
"splinter candidates" should
get equal broadcasting time.
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$550.00 WILL BUY 25 FT FULLY
equipped house trailer. See Hwy
119 near Paris Landing Stale
Park. Cypress Creek Road, Telephone Puryear exchange Circle
6-24NC
7-4415.

HALF BED WITH MATTRESS
and springs. In good condition.
6-24C
Phone PL 3-4639.

3- BEDROOM BRICK HOUSE.
Transferable FIIA loan See at
1657 Ryan Aloin. Wed. Fri. Sat
6-22P
p.m.

USED MACHINE SALE, 1 Singer
Conoule $39.50, I used Singer
Console $139.50, 1 used portable
$Z2.50, 1 treadle machine $5.00,
1 hand vaccum cleaner 87.50, 1
floor cleaner $20.00, Call Bill
faclamo, PLaza 3-1757 or PLaza
3-6480, 201 South 13th, Murray.
TFC
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iiita Sealer. zyn gate, Inc.
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Keep Your Pretty Cottons;
like New All Summer...•
Without Home ihshIngI;

A.R.FAIR

Send Your Fine
Cottons to Our

SANITONE
"Cotton Clinic"

SPECIALS
Mon. thru Sat., June 22 - 27

TIES
PLAIN SKIRTS
BATH ROBES
TROUSERS

DANIEL M ANGEL VSSIOU
JAYNE

Krai

MANSFIELD

When bills pile up
And funds ore low
Remember this is
The place to go.

,

by
[Ede Siades eardnerj

eisproi woe tie ase mare esseuse

1

MURRAY LOAN CO.
508 W. Main St.
Telephone PL 3-2621
"YOUR HOME-OWNED LOAN CO."

WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY

SAYS

''...'...'-:57
.. .T

pompously

A NEW MYSTERY

"It has been claimed periodically that TVA, and particularly
low cost power, has enticed industries to migrate to the Tennessee Valley from other parts
of the country. However, those
making the claims have failed to
produce a single example, It has
The average price of ,a drug
fallen on TVA and state developstore prescription in the U. S. toment agencies to dig up the fact day is $2 90, according to the
that of the hundreds of new in- Health News Institute.

KELLEY'S PEST
CONTROL

MR. FRIENDLY

IP

33

7.

1953 DODGE CORONET, 4 DOOR
sedan, green with ivory top, fully
equipped. White side wall. Gyromatic drive. Low mileage. See at
108 S. 12th., PL 3-3607.
6-24C

17

.,129
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47
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,..21
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38-81uslca
45-Nerve
dramas
network
40-Cook In oven 46-Paradise
41-Guldo's low
47-Demon
4S-Iturn
note
43-Territorial
49-Greek letter
Force (abbr.) 51.1-Lackadatat44-Clan
cal

,
74

Ni

35

1•Three-1-," ermadillo
2.Reacne
3-Fnoneh
4-War god
C-Stale.
C.(".pr' born

2

BY OWNER, 1956 CHEVROLET
pickup. Half-ton, three - quarter
bed. Deluxe cab. See at Wiggins
Furniture or call PL 3-45o6. 6-24C

Revises ..:Th.radregvaii.)"tagel
other economics."
The booklet states that TVA
Continued from Page One
- is the 'largest single coal-buyer
and individuals in exercising re- in the Nation, and that its soursponsibility and initiative in re- ces of coal during the past year
were western Kentucky, Tensource development,"
In dealing with TVA oasts, nessee, Illinois, Virginia, and
the booklet states that the opera- eastern Kentuegy, Small amounts
ting costs, per kilowatt-hour for were urchased in Alaska, West
producing, transanitting, and dis- Virginia, and Georgia.
'Facing an often repeated charge
tributing electricity are less than
half the average for the Nation's that industries have left ether
private utilities. These costs, it areas, of the Nation for the Tenadds "are unaffected by taxes nessee Valley region because of
and interest-factors scenetimes as low-rate electricity, the booklet
the reasons why rates are low in
the Tennessee Valley."
"What, then, is the explanaEradicate
Prevent
tion for the wide difference in
power operating costs of the priMICE — ROACHES
vate utilities and of TVA and the
TERMITES
— RATS
distributors of TVA power? The
region does, of course, have lowcost hydroelectric power. And'
the large amounts of coal of
good quality are available at
reasonable cost in or near the
area. But more important are
the economics that TVA and the
The Destructive Ternsit•
distributors accomplish through
FREE INSPECTION
the mass production that is achieved by giving primary concern
and constant attention to keeping
—Licensed & Insured —
rates as low as possible to encourage the widest and most
SAM KELLEY
abundant use of electricity.
"It is generally accepted that
Phone
PL 3-3914
low costs can produce low rates,
The opposite also is true; low
rates can produce low cos t s.
TVA's low, promotional rates
have led to large increases in
the use of electricity. More appliances are used in the homes
of tins area, and a quarter milWM It II MINI/
lion homes are heated with electricity. . .
ORIVE-IN THEATRE
"The greater use of electricity
peomits the construction of large,
Open 6:30 — Start at Dusk
modern geneating, transmission,
and distibution facilities of the
most efficient design. Sulbstantial
savings are obtained in the cost
WILL OATS
0.14iN TM PAST Ow* Asa
aae sea,.assetcuesTO.CMCIDI1
of construction and in operating
11411 pew% as Cmor••••.••
expenses. Further economics in
*4.
*
power generation result from the
"*
relatively heavy use which is
BHT WWII PRIER •Iff I CON
made of the installed capacity;
IMIC•1111
much the same is true in power
transms-sim
a n d ctistrubution.
TONITE thru TUESDAY
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1958 4 DR BEL-AIRE Chevrolet,
2 tune, just like new. Less than
6,000 miles, PL 3-2226,
6-24C
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33-Ugly, old
woman
36-liehold!
37-Wager

rioreiree noes

DOWN

6

1

13-Leass
14-City In
C,alifurnIL
15-11a11!
16-Enchanted
15-Tears

. 5-Yearly
PU bin anions
1-Moccasin
10-Unclose
(poet.)
11-Parrnt
(rollon.)
17-Indiati
mulberry
11-Note of scale
22-Seed
container
24-Chinese mile
25-Mark left by
wound
teriolo*
211-11a,
gist'. wire
27-Lake In Italy
28-Peruse
29-Distant
Sit-Mournful
32-Glaes water

A"' 0 Saturday's Puzzle

KIMBEL SPINN
PIANO. 801
Sycamore. 6
,a.'b ,seeR' -between
2:00 and 4:00 plrn. or information
call PL 3-3500.
,
6-24P
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taB Me what happened to your witch hazel pad underneath I sat
:711 APTER 23
up on the Uaveni,ort
'T'HE CAR was iegistered to face?"
The telephone rang then, and
"Now. look, Donald." Frank
I Lyle Ferguson, 9611 61st
Phyllis answered IL Turning to Sellers said. -I'm friendly with
Street. in that city.
said,
"It's
your
she
partner,
me.
youz outfit. You're a tricky little
I opened the glove compartment and there was a pint flask Mrs. Coot She says it a urgent." guy. but I've been telling Thad
I went over to the telephone Giddings here that you won't
of whiskey in there about twoBertha said. "Frank Sellers wants double-cross a guy if he !slays
thirds empty.
ball with you."
I picked up the flask by the you right &arty. Donald."
"Where is no?"
"Who's double-crossed whom?"
111
neck with my gloved hand, closed
"Headquarters He says you're I asked.
the glove compartment, gently
once."
Giddings said, "Sylvia Hadley
closed the door of the automobile, to call turn at
1 said, -Okay, Bertha. I'll get has talked"
went back to Bertha Cool's car,
IL"
"That's fine," I said. "1 thought
poured all the whiakey out into
Bertha said, "I hope you know she would."
the gutter and carefully put the
doing,
Donald
Frank
you're
what
then, the thing was Just
"Now
empty flask down on the floor
seems pretty well worked up a hundred per cent different from
boards
the way you told us you nad it
I tied a cord around the neck about something"
"His always worked up about donee out, and you Knew it was.
of the flask so I could fold It
without smudging any prints that something," I told her. "I'll call Mortimer Jasper wanted those
two idols She got one of them,
might be on it and drove to my him."
I hung up the telephone, nod- and he paid her a thousand bucks.
apartment noose.
the
"This
is
Phyllis,
said,
to
ded
She was to get the other one He
Holding the empty whiskey
•
bottle by the cord. I let myself police now," and dialed head- was to give her a grand for that."
quarters.
Into the apartment and proceeded
"Weil, for Heaven a sake.' I
I asked for Homicide Depart- said, with the oast air of innoto take the Joint to pieces 1
Sellers
on
Frank
got
and
ment
dumped
pulled out drawers
cence I could assome. "You near)
that in place of Sylvia being the
things on the floor. pulled things the line.
Sellers said. "Where In blazes mastermind, it was Mortimer
out of the medicine cabinet, pulled
stilts off the hanger* and turned are you, Donald?"
Jasper. and Sylvia was just a
"Up In the Crockett apartment tool?"
the pockets wrongside eirt, pulled
client."
my
with
conferring
"That's right," Sellers said pathe bedding off the bed and up"How long you been there?"
tiently. 'Now then. were coming
ended the mattress.
guess."
I
an
hour,
"Over
to something very, very interestWhen I had wrecked the place.
"All right I'm coming tip," Sel- ing."
•
I went out and drove to • drugstore'.
Crockett
"What?" I asked.
near the Crockett apart- lers said, "and tell that
"Jasper is raising Cain. Ho
dame to fix it so I can get up in
ment house.
I phoned Phyllis Crockett. that elevator without a lot of says that you planted that idol
in his wastebasket; that you had
'Have the passage to the elevator red tape rigmarole, otherwise
. I it stashed away out there on the
fixed so I can come up," I said. tear the place to pieces
"I'm going to sneak -last the think you've been pulling a fast porch someplace, and that when
clerk to the elevators. Be sure I one, Pint Size, and If you have, you came in, while we were all
can get up to your place without I'm personally going to take you mining around, you managed to
to pieces."
any delay."
get over by the wastebasket and
I went to the apartment house
Tt sounded as though Sellers dropped it.
and waited until a party came in was strangling on the telephone.
"Jasper says that you recovthat looked like they lived in the
I hung up.
ered the idol that Was stolen the
Phyllis Crockett who had other night, and that you switchplace. All they went through the
4b, door, I timed things so that I en- heard the conversation, was ed that and niacie it appear that
tered lust behind them. One of watching me nnalously. "What is was the idol stolen three weeks
the men saw me and held the it, Donald?" she asked "Are you ago, and that then you framed
In bad with the police?"
door open for me.
the whole thing on hlrn. Heti get"I'm always in had with the ting a lawyer and threatening
I thanked him and walked to
the elevators with him. I kept police," I told her. "It's chronic suit against us for false arrest,
him between me and the night Frank Sellers is on his way up nialicious persecution, 1:-arne-up,
here. Better telephone the desk and all the rrat of it.
clerk.
His party got off at tha fif- and tell them to parts him on
"Thad and 1 nave been sumteenth floor. I went to the twen- through."
moned to the Chief's office at nine
put
going
to
Pm
"Donald.
tieth.
in the morning. It looks bad."
The door of the anteroom was some hot witch hazel compresser
I said, "Well, of course, Jasper
on your face. I don't care who's has to blame the thing on croneopened.
•
1 premed the concealed button coming up"
one—It's very fortunate for you
"Go ahead," I told her. "P.'s a gentlemen that you had ne along,
which brought the elevator down
from the penthouse. I got In and good idea. Spread a lot of towels otherwise he'd have claimed you
around as though you'd been were the ones who framed him."
went up.
Phyllis met me. "Good heavens, working on my face for about an
"Well, there's one answer to it,"
Donald!" she said. "What's hap- hour."
Sellers said, "and only one anIP
•
•
pened to you?"
wer. Sylvia Hadley says that you
The police got there right on
"I've been in an areldent."
recovered the Idol she had con"Donald, you should see a doc- schedule. They were plenty mad. cealed in Lionel Palmer's cam"Well, well, well," Inspector
tor."
era."
I tried to grin, but my face Giddings said as they walked in,
I didn't say anything for a minwas swollen so badly that I knew "a nice scene of domesticity—do ute, and they both stood staring
It was a pretty lopsided attempt. your clients always furnish you at Inc in accusing silence,
•
"What time is It?" I asked. with first -aid services, Lam?"
"This Is an unexpected luxury,"
She looked at her wrist watch.
"Twelve minutes past midnight." I Mid.
110w can Doruild produce the
"All right, never mind the comI shook my head. "I got here
jade Idol If be doesn't hitt e it?
repartee.
We
the
and
presses
eleven,"
after
minutes
at twenty
Tricky Donald conies up ulth
want to talk with you."
I said emphatically.
story near.,
Phyllis bent over me and re- an answer as the
She studied me for a moment,
here tomorrow.
'the hot comprea,s with the its ronclusion
grinned and said, "All right. Nee/ :woe,

L._... • •,. . . _•,„

204 South

Fourth

Phone PLaza

3-1412

LAUNDRY & CLEANERS

* 4th *
JULY!!
Worol/AW/AP
.VAPAPAPAI/ASPASWAY
'

So. Side of Square & 13th & Main

PL 3-2552

'VAPA/PWAPAP

by Al Capp

LIL' ABNER

?-?-A BOY,CLI MINN'OVER

„..._AH WANTA BE
NEARER -10
-5tt-4!!-14ER!!

TH' WALL!!-OH,AH HOPE
HE MAKES IT UP HERE!!

,..04T,cuss

BUT HE
IT!!
RASCALIN1S GOT MAN EATI N' WATCH-DAWGS

our -ri-vsfmr

5°B!-EF AH
SA
50UND,SHE'LL KNOW AA/
/5HERE!!-AN'D-DOYIT
YOWAKE AO NO45E,
NE/THERif aEsr-6Ro4v.fCHAK WI/CALM-Et!

A
••41
.•• ,•,•••• Sym‘r •••• Ina

by

NANCY

WHY CAN'T
WE GO OUT
TO EAT,
AUNT
FRITZ/

Ernie Bushmiller

ALL I ASKED
FOR WAS A
NOT
WHILE THE
FRI GE RATOR
IS FULL OF
LEFT- OVERS

SANDWICH

LEX,'

ABB1E an' SLATS

by Raeburn Van Buren

PECNNING TO BLOW
UP: BETTER BE HEAL:IN' BACK
FOR CRABTREE CORNERS.
DOUBT I CAN MAKE IT
BEFORE DARK -

--I SAW LIGHT COMING FROM
THAT OLD, ABANDcSJED LIGHTHOUSE
ON HORROR COVE —MUST BE THE
DARKNESS PLAYING TRICKS ON
MY EYES --NO oNE'S BEEN
THERE FOR YEARS ---

ot

0

1W

only 1.04.
49(
75c
49(

00.05 0

FIREWORKS

There has been

PAGE THREE

mime
dustrial plants, large and small,
established in the Valley region,
only a few-employing only a
couple of thausand persons-mowed fr,rn other area. In none of
these few migrations was power
cost a deciding factor."

po
ofwe
thr es
seysa
tenm
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taaknes
.
y states.
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ocial Calendar

.1Irs. Rob lIttie Is
Elected President
R. & P. 11'. Club

Miss Betsy llotelon
To Send Summer
Workilig At Resort

MONDAY — JUNE 22, 1959
GET THE POINT?

Engagement Announced

Miss Be;sy Howton. daughter e'
Mr. and .Mrs. E. B. laowton.
Street, left recently for Lexingeoi
to join a eroup of college girl
enroute to Ottonquit. Maine.
They will spend the summ,
m.nths work hg in Sparhawk Hal:
an exclusive resort on the Atlantic
coast with 50 other college St:dents who are employed there.
Before reacli,ng Ogonquit, trie
girls plan to svend four days as
guest of a sorority sister in As• M-king Straw Race" was - the bury Park, N. J.
•• • •
lessen for a recent meeting
rif the Penny Homemakers club
:n the home f Mrs. J. B.
Bui keen at 10 a.m.
Visiting with airs. Novell McMrs John B Cavet and Mrs.
week are her
Elmo Boyd presented the lesson. Reynolds this
daughtei-s and their families. Mr.
The devotional was read by Mrs.
Cable, Joe Mac and
C:ivitt and Mrs. Thomas Jones and Mrs. J. e
Jeffrey. of Oak Witte. Tenn., and
hading in prayer.
Mrs. Warren Kable and daughter.
During the business meeting. Nancy Louise. of Miami, Fla. Mr
Mrs. Jack Norsworthy wa.; chosen Kable will join his family this
as president at the club for the weekend.
nit year.

Penny llomemakets
Study Lesson On
Making Straw Bags

vlariday. June Land
The Arne:ican Lego-..n Aux.liary
Mrs. Rob Huie was elected
will meet at 7:30 in the evening
presider.t of the Business and
at the Legion Hall. Wirteses will
Professional Wornen's Club at the
be Mrs. N. A. Waldrop, Mrs.
arind5i
breakfast meetin‘r held at
Macon F.rw.ri, and Mrs. Avis
the Collegiate Restaurant at 7 a en.
Sin.th.
ressently.
•• • •
Other officers elected were Was
Visiting in _the home of Mr. and
Dor thy Irvan. •v,ce president:
Mrs. Charlie Shroat this week are
Mrs. Ella Murray Kee. recording
their son and family, Mr. and Mrs.
secretary: Mrs. Ned Wilson. corHarry Shroat and daughter, Diane.'
responding secretary: Mrs. Chesley
of Somedale N. J. Other guests i
Butterworth. treasurer. Installing
are Misses Emily Weeks and Lira!
the officers was Mrs. Desiree I
Slacum of Newark. N.. J. and
Beale IL-euck.
Mrs. Paul ne Pepper
Portland.. Mrs. J. A.
Outland, retiring'
Ore.
presidert, was presented a gift
••• •
on behalf of the club.
Plans were made for a work
The Taaatmistress club will meet
Kirksey Rt. 2
Mrs. Huie outlined plans for day to be held Monday. June 22.
at 6-36 pm. for dinner and 21
the corning-01Tb year.
of Alki$r—A44.$$$—C-ote
'or th, h
program at the Woman's club i
Mrs George -Carneall- received
Twenty-four members attended at 10 in the morning with a pot
house
word June 2 of the death of her
the breakfast meeting.
luck dinner at noon.
cousin Jessie Hamlett. who died
Visitors at the meeting were fr m a heart attack at his home
COnfirtioner 0 P.'Boor is credgaturd*Y. June
in Graves County near Burnett's
A reunion or all members and ' :ted with inventing the ice cream Mrs. Norville Cole, Mrs. Arthur
Funeral services were
former delegates to the Egypt an soda in 1871 when he urged a Lee. Mrs. J. C. Kemp. Mrs. Chr s- Chapel
Sherman. and Mrs Barletta held at Burnmt's Chaplet church
Music Camp will be held at the customer suffering from dyspesia tine
w rather.
and burial was in the church
camp. Local delegates are span- to try ice cream and a bit of
cemetery. Mrs. Carnell %vas unable
,red by the Music Departmeet of flavoring with his seltzer instead
Luncheon was served at the to go.
Mrs. H. C. Paschall, Jr.. announces the approaching
the Woman's Club.
I of the usual cream.
noon hour.
Al Farkas is real feetSfe at this marriage of her daughter, Nano,
to Wayne Eric Stracewriting.
ner, son of Mrs. Frank Stracener and the late Mr. StraceRev. Johnson Easley carried Mr. rier of
Memphis, Tenn. Miss PasOall is the daughter of
and Mrs. George Carnell to Pa- the
late H. C. Paschall, Jr.
ducah Saturday for Mrs. Carnell
The bride-elect is a recent graduate of the University
to see her doctor. She was reof Tennessee where she majored in secondary education.
corbt
ne.
. ingtii
Irdo
ported
d ato beNs
Fartess of She was a member of Pi Beta Phi social sorority.
Mr. and
Mr. Stravener, employed for the summer by the ProChicago are visiting their parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Miles Beach and cess Contracting Company of
Memphis, is majoring in
Mr. and Mrs. M Farless.
industrial management at the University of
Tennessee.
bought
son
Darnell
and
Pearl
He is social chairman -of Lambda Chi Alpha *fraternity.
s. me cattle and brought them to
The wedding is planned for August 1 at the Woman's
Pearl's farm Saturday near KirkClub House at 700 Vine Street. The Rev.
0. E. Turner
scy.
Mrs. Louise McGee of Detroit of Paris, Tenn., will officiate.
is home to help take care of her
FLYING ROCK IIAZARD
parents Mr. and Mrs. Al Farless
Seholarahlps for Scholars
who's condition is very poor.
CLEVELAND. Ohio — alat) —
The vacation bible school closed
Baldwin-Wallace Colleile will ban
last Friday at the Kirksey Baptist
the use of autos next fall by all
NIAGARA FALIS. N. Y. —
Church with good success.
-- Thomas J. DiFranco. director students receiving scholarships or
Flarette Parker and her father, of parks and recreation, warned academic loans.
Mr. Lee Vicker are visiting with golfers to watch for falling stones
"The policy resulted fr, m the
their daughter and sister. Mrs. from blasting on the Niagara feeling that some of the scholarweek.
a
Annie Davis for
P .wer project along the eastern ship students were living preey
Chhel Tucker is in the Baptist boundary of Hyde Park course. high to be in financial need.- said
H,spits! in Paducah for an opera- He added that the new hazard Admissons Director Claneey Siegtion.
did not warrant a change in par. ler. "We're rnot interested in subMr. and Mrs. Al Farless have
sidizing students who are burnbeen moved to their home on Potts, Mr. and
Mrs. Carlin Riley, ing up college money to buy gas
Route 2. Kirksey after being with Mr. and Mrs.
Jewell McCallon fo relates in their autos."
their daughter. Mrs James Shel- and daughter. Mr.
and Mrs. Monton and another daughter. Louise
SEWER PARATA
ico MeCallon. Mrs. Sam Christen.
is home to help care for than.
ATLANTA — run — Mn. Ed
berry. Mrs. Laymon Dixon. Prof.
Mr. Lerwin Cain was taken to Bearl Darnell
YOU CAM
and son. Dalton. A. Gilliam. Atlanta's motion picBlueberry Corn Bread from the square electric skillet in which It was
Memphis to the hospital a few
cooked. Adjust the skillet so that the bread will keep nice and warm right
and Mr and Mrs. Will Palmer. ture censor, admits she's nearthrough breakfast.
days aces for an operation.
sighted
Mr. Ryner N.wl with his famFaith never stands ar und with
"My vision is tne for about
visited
Kirksey
his
Route
ily.
2.
its hands :n its pockets.
two inches." she said. "But if I
parents in Cadiz Sunday.
Faith ends where worry begins put down my glasses. I need
V:sitore in the home of Mr. and and worry ends where faith be- glasses to find my glasses. I alMrs George Carnell the last few gins.
ways carry two pars."
days were. Mr and Mrs. Guy
Ay JOAN O'SOUNAN
Faith works when it is worked.
Rudd. Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Hart.
Faith sees the invisible believer.
The average per' -n consumes
THOSE tempting. tasty. MIand son. Jimmy. Mr. and Mrs. the incrediable and receives the 12 pounds of salt a year. accordA very blueberries are in
Jonnie Walker. Mrs. Nettie Perry. impossible.
ing to the Twentieth Century
season. From now on. they'll
Mrs. Lucille Potts. Mr'
Nor
LA7a* DAISY
be coming to market in everFund.
Increasing quantity. its no
wonder good cooks everywhere are happily singing
the blues!
The most versatile of fruits,
[FLIV," RSV
1
TLITeA-567
$77 IT
74611
cultivated blueberries are
67 IT
Sea''
SAO" SOO Fr
STE
iLlv
wonderful served "as is" with
0171101
DULUTH
r
64•1111
340
_
cream. Add them to cake,
" ISO FT
[22 iT
50000:5
muffins and dessert. Use
(0(1
LOCK
MONTHAL
them in salads and fruit cups.
Spoon them over ice cream.
44(•61 Sf• LisqL
1
1IW4040,6,11
Well.•740
Bake 'em into tarts and pies.
taLati
CANAL
SNELL LOCKS
ST. fOUIS
lArt
Sunday Special
ST.
If you want to add someONTARIO
thing special to the Sunday
breakfast menu, we suggest
you try Blueberry Corn
Bread. Making it won't heat
up the kitchen, for this bread
A SHIMMERING blue mold makes a pretty dessert dish.
can be baked right at the
This cool treat Is the berries—the blueberries, of course!
table in your electric skillet.
'4
Another cool idea calls for
and Ir.'s e. melted shortening.
Moisten 2 envelopes unflausing blueberries 'for a moldAdd to dry ingredients, beat- vored gelatin in
c. cold
ed dessert that can be topped
ing until smooth. Carefully
water. Add to mixture on
off with whipped cream. Or, fold in drained blueberries.
stove; stir well.
for a short session at the
Preheat electric skillet
Remove from fire. Pour
stove, make dessert pancakes. 5 mm. at 250' F and grease. Into melon mold. Cool and
Swedish style, and spoon
Pour batter into skillet and
chill in refrigerator for sevBlueberry Sauce over them.
bake, covered, with vent open
eral hours.
Blueberry Corn Bread: at 250 F. from 25 to 30 min.
When ready to serve, set
Wash 1 c. fresh cultivated
Serve hot from skillet
mold in hot water for 1 min.
blueberries and drain well in
Blueberry Melon Mold: Put platter over top of mold,
SPv$74
colander or on paper towels. Wash 1 qt. cultivated fresh
turn upside down and lift
/.)
ISLANDS;
Sift lla c. flour. 1 c. yellow
blueberries. Drain well.
mold off.
cornmeal. 1,4 C. sugar, 3 2 tsp.
Put berries, 1 c. sugar, laa
Serve plain or with whipped
salt and 4 tsp. baking powder c water and juice of l a lemon
Queen Elizabeth
cream_ Makes 8 portions.
Into bowl.
in saucepan,Slowly heat just
Swedish Dessert Pancakes:
Mix 2 beaten eggs, 2 c. milk
to boding point.
Beat 4 eggs with rotary
•
beater. Add 3 tbsp. sugar and
1101•3'
IA tsp. salt. Beat again.
Gradually add 1 e. flour.
OUESEC •
3 c. milk and IS lb melted
Dirfentvsker
•
butter. Beat again to smooth
Canada Prime Minister
batter.
CANADA 4•0•4•113•,
Heat frying pan and butter
0 MASSENA
SALMI VI MAME
OTTA NA.0
well. Use about 2 tbsp batter
•
for each par.cake. Fry on
both sides until nicely
browned. Serve with Blueto ONTO
berry Sauce. Makes about 30
I
thin pancakes.
A
Blueberry Sauce: Wash and
%. T. MICHIGAN
•BUFFALO
drain 1 pt fresh cultivated
.."
•.%
blueberries.
"N
Place 1 c. blueberries,
C.
-'- SRI
sill
I
•A‘..
0113'lli'
- 24'
water. Sis e, sugar and /
i
1
2 tap.
•
CLEVELAND
• as—
.
I
C
H
CADO
aromatic bitters in saucepan.
I
UNITED STATES
•
President Eisenhower
Simmer 15 to 20 min. If syrup
Is too thin, keep cooking to
reduce to thicker consistency.
COME ON IN, 111101%, THE SEAWAY'S FINE—Official opening of the St. Lawrence seaway June 26
Add 1 c. fresh, unswegtputs these international personages and these geographic RT,A8 In the world limelight. Upper:
ened baieberries to sauce.
Cross-section of the seaway compares depth of the waters in the various Great Lakes, and the'
•
Stir well.
rise, which necessitates the locks. Middle: Solid line shows economically how the seaway extends
HOT BLUEBERRY SAUCE is served with thin Swedi h panServe warm with hot panthe Great Lakes shipping region. Broken line Is the former extent. Lower: The water route for
cakes that are light as a feather, and delicious as can be.
cak:s
big ocean vessels readies clear to Duluth, Minn., from the Atlantic. *.ftwasew (Central Preas.1,4
_

NEW YORK --- ape
about everyone uses lead pencils.
but the people who make them
fead that most persons do not
know how to sharpen pencils
properly.
The Lead Pencil Manufacturers
Association recommends using a
sharpener, not a knife or your
Veth. Grasp the pencil with the
thumb, index and middle finger.
Feed it into sharpener with a
light pressure. turning the crank
evenly and briskly. Don't hurry
and don't push. Allow the pencil
to roll in your fin4ers to insure a
taperid lead.
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Fresh As A Flower
In Just One Hour!
sne

Martinizing Means Cleaner,

Brighter Clothes

tisylendg t
y may

1 HOUR SERVICE
Never An Extra Charge!

rah

AMERICA'S HEARTLAND NOW IS A PORT

HOUR

ne liou
.

•• • •

Watch for Those Sleektries

Time?
4LOW DOWN
manT.1

O

Nevs

mum!

Sler

taieng
n1, unrw
:lie steep
,,ediately

SPECIALS!

14
Cu

Mon. thru Thurs., June

CL
0

22-25
Let's get the last of those winter garments cleaned
and put away for the rest of the season — Mothproofed and placed in plastic dust • proof bags at
No Extra Charge!
LONG COATS (ladies' & men's) ... 89c

SKIRTS

SWEATERS

JACKETS

49`

49'

59'

-- Open Each

b:1
k
Ith7"
O vreedi %.
wreckage
were hos
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intedthae
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room M8
which es
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ofiiewer:
natter ul

Thursday Afternoon

it in
nwasc'th
started I
a party
..everal
A deep
on-like
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One Hour Martinizing
295 Main .
Next to A&P
1

Piaui 3-9174

and New Parking Lot

HOUR

SERVICE

Sykes Bros Lumber
Company
Specials

16i

Cho.'
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fl
Irond
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ra

2x4 x8 ECONOMY REDWOOD
7.50 per hundred
All Lengths CREOSOTE POLES
35 Year Durability

built

inst
The Si
priaade
gin eons
like last

j
e:
Ky. Innotb
onec
al h
- in west*.

Slit-CLEAR io YEAR

Replacement

‘
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,rne
c
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lion bill
ney gen
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Guarantee

Preserves and Protects.
Brick, Stucco, Block, Concrete,
Cement, Tiie, Asbestos Shingles,
Hardwood Floors, Doors, Plywood,
Wood Siding, Window Frames,
Sashes, Canvas, Convertible CarTops and Other Porous Surfaces

$500

I •
iisv
resimrne

per
gallon
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FRANCIS
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ST. LAWRENCE
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I Save

VIDPIRIL
A
MAN art4t
s

Regularly

I Am•

1,ONCI

dealer,
paid a
$770.($00
tar terph

for a
HOME

"
111'
ts.•as
tory for
non Pre
600 pale
Vibe r
K easx
an El
James."

"My favorite dream is a home
of our own, and

rim

str•„04--.

,111.0•1.

i.ffeted
the fun
!.11 bet
t.1hW
e •rade
mer

Air

(ONTARIO

4frf

it's coming true soon, thanks to regular
saving

South
ckludy,
scattcre
showers
Thureds
low tor

See for youruself ... when you save
steadily,
your money really grows!"

BANK of MURRAY
MEMBER

Bowling
London
Ioniser
Evan:

F.D.I.0

•

•

